
11132: "trash picked partially with august visiting him in uppsala and spending the 

entire day out unable to go inside any shop because of his dog and later trash 

found walking extensively from the middle of brussels to etterbek"

11133: "trash still picked while in brussels this time with myrthe walking around 

the upper city with her father but also having to walk back and forth from the 

police station to a distant place where our van was towed"

07051:  "painting  left  unfinished  during  my  trip  to  sweden  and  then  finally 

executed upon my return using quite some red despite having already brown in the 

painting and covering some more articulated parts making simpler"

14106: "ideas got while in holland in a period spent getting inspired by some 

carpentering work and time spent with myrthe and her friends but also time spent 

later traveling to sweden and teaching there prior christmas vacations"

01153: "a month with some activities to begin with in culemborg making finally 

use of my studio there and then getting in stuck in sweden for several weeks with 

very little to do but walk staying in august's now empty apartment and finally 

coming back to the netherlands resuming a bit of work on the house and working 

mostly on my project"

05_063: "fable written after a summer in the mountains after finding with august a 

dead mole and burring it but writing the story in the netherlands where i started 

talking with myrthe about having new kids while also experiencing much rising 

conflict in the world"

17069: "still in the swedish countryside experiencing a lot of bad summer weather 

with a lot of clouds to interpret with many animals and humans but also several 

vehicles"

07052: "painting executed while in the netherlands after a long time stuck in 

sweden now a bit careful to use too similar colors like red and brown but keeping 

up the yellow and black stripes across homogeneous surfaces"

06055: "going very fast on my bike after a period of only walking in sweden and now 

going from culemborg to utrecht down the river and up reaching several moments of 

high speed and heart beat yet going a little slower days later getting my bike from 

the train depot and biking back this time through the countryside and taking the 

ferry across the bridge"

04084: "a period having to get used to life indoor feeling quite hard to live 

alone in sweden but keeping up with a lot of walking and feeling happier with 

jacek around and then finding peace back in the netherlands with myrthe despite 

having not so good night sleep and getting moody during the day with possibly my 

stiff back behind all this"



07053:  "painted  executed  in  my  study  trying  to  simplify  all  the  colors  and 

surfaces from the previous painting and finishing it right on time before leaving 

for sweden also beginning to finish both the light blue and the green paint and 

trying to use them before they dry up after i cut the containers open"

12115: "news checked very often both on television as well as on-line being now in 

the  netherlands  with  constant  tv  and  internet  access  and  reading  of  many 

casualties  in  the  middle  east  but  also  some  deadly  natural  catastrophes 

particularly in haiti where the record of a thousand people were killed"

18094: "a month started in sweden with a lot of wind experienced during a long 

walk  from  the  south  to  the  north  of  the  city  across  a  big  bridge  and  over 

stockholm most exposed points and then finding little wind while in belgium but 

then more wind in culemborg with some chill air coming in and lastly going back to 

sweden finding there a cold and windy air walking around the city of uppsala"

05097: "getting stuck in sweden waiting for my supervisor to revise my manuscript 

and taking long walk in stockholm growing from one side to the other of the city 

and  then  also  walking  from  djursholm  to  täby  and  around  the  forest  finding 

beautiful days but also walking in uppsala fetching august at the swimming pool 

and walking with him into the city and at last exploring extensively the city of 

brussels walking from the center to etterbeek and back in the center with myrthe 

but also to the very suburbs to pick our towed car and at last going back to 

culemborg and talking only small walks there and mostly biking and taking smaller 

walks like in buren an on my way to sweden in amsterdam despite having a trolley 

to push around"

16098: "finding a beautiful autumn weather in sweden and spending a lot of time out 

and then going to belgium and experiencing a way too warm weather for the 

season  till  at  last  going  to  holland  and  finding  a  cooler  weather  getting 

increasingly quite cold with nonetheless some beautiful days and at last almost 

feeling like turning on the heater and reaching back sweden finding almost a 

winter weather with hands getting cold walking around uppsala"

09057: "recording done while getting in stuck in stockholm waiting to meet my 

supervisor  and  spending  several  days  alone  walking  in  the  forest  and  in  the 

outskirts of the city finally meeting august and mistakenly erasing part of my 

recordings while waiting for his mother but then coming back to sweden and walking 

back and forth for an entire day on the old railroad to his country house where i 

started recording my thoughts now reflecting on my plan there to deposit my work"


